A ‘pole’ is defined as including the objects highlighted in yellow in the list below and excluding those objects not highlighted.

### Traffic light pole
- Material not specified
- Wood
- Concrete
- Tubular steel
- Other material

### Traffic sign pole (e.g. give way, stop sign)
- Bridge Rail

### Bridge support or abutment
- Overhead bridge
- Guard rail
- Guard rail end
- Guide post (with reflectors)
- Underpass or tunnel

### Street light/light pole
- Material not specified
- Wood
- Concrete
- Tubular steel
- Other material

### Wire cable traffic guard

### Roadside Objects

- Parked vehicle or trailer off carriageway (car, truck, bus, etc.)
- Parked disabled vehicle or trailer off carriageway
- Open door of parked/stationary vehicle off carriageway

### Electricity/telegraph pole/stobie pole
- Material not specified
- Timber/wood
- Concrete
- Tubular steel
- Other material

### Tree/shrub

### Mail box

### Telephone box

### Bus shelter/tram shelter

### Culvert, drain

### Pipe

### Fence
- Brick
Wire
Wood
Other material
Unknown material

Embankment/rocky outcrops/boulders/freeway cutting
Hydrant
Water (in river, lake, ocean)
Building

Temporary objects
Stationary machinery - not considered a road vehicle (e.g. cranes, generators)
Roadwork
materials/barriers/signs